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Josef Pieper's Leisure the Basis ofCulture is among the most important philoso
phy books of the twentieth century. More remarkable still is the fact that the
book's significance is greater today than when it was written more than half
a century ago.

This edition features a new foreword by noted Jesuit scholar JamesV. Schall. It
also includes Pieper's essay The PhilosophicalAct.

In Leisure the Basis of Culture, Pieper destroys common misconceptions about
the idea of leisure and its relation to work. Leisure is not idleness, but an
attitude of the mind and a condition of the soul that fosters receptivity to both
physical and spiritual realities. The author points out that sound philosophy
and authentic religion can be born only in leisure--a leisure that allows time
for the contemplation of things, including the nature ofGod. Leisure has been,
and always will be, the foundation of any culture.

The ancient and medieval philosophers, the author notes, understood the value
of leisure. The modern world, on the other hand, has generally abolished lei
sure and has replaced it with the world of"total work''. This has led to much
ofmodern restlessness and despair.

Pieper warns that unless we recover true leisurethe ability for silence, con
templation and insight; for receptivity and intuitive openness to truth-and
replace our frenetic amusements and relentless striving, we will destroy our
culture and ourselves.

"Pieper has subjects involved in everyone's life; he has theses that are so counter
to the prevailing trends as to be sensational; and he has a style that is memora
bly clear and direct."

"This book is a gem. No other book it ize will teach us o many true things
about everything we need to know to understand what and why we are or
about how to live a life worth living."

"This book goes a long way towards a lucid explanation of the present crisis in
civilization •••• It should be read by anyoneand young people in particular
anxious to come to some conclusions about the nature of society."

The Spectator (London)
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In the foregoing sections leisure was tentatively defined and
outlined in its ideal form. It now remains to consider the
problemofrealizing its ''hopes'', ofits latent powers ofgain
ing acceptance, and its possible impetus in history. The prac
tical problem involved might be stated thus: Is it possible,
from now on, to maintain and defend, or even to recon
quer, the right and claims ofleisure, in face ofthe claims of
"total labor" that are invading every sphere oflife? Leisure,
it must be remembered, is not a Sunday afternoon idyll,
but the preserve of freedom, of education and culture, and
of that undiminished humanity which views the world as a
whole. In other words, isit going to be possible to save men
from becoming officials and functionaries and "workers" to
the exclusion of all else? Can that possibly be done, and if
so in what circumstances? There is no doubt of one thing:
the world of the "worker" is taking shape with dynamic
force-with such a velocity that, rightly or wrongly, one is
tempted to speak of demonic force in history.
The attempt to withstand this invasion has been made at

a number of different points for some time past. It is even
possible to lay down that certain forms of opposition are
inadequate; for example the position-quite legitimate up
to a point-called "art for art's sake", was an attempt to tar' .$3
isolate the realm ofart from the universal utilitarianism that %e
seeks to turn everything in the world to some useful pur-
pose. In our own day the real historical fronts still remain
to some extent fluid, masked by backward-looking interim

recmer-. s teas.rem
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solutions. Among theseare thereturn to "tradition" pure
and simple; an emphasis on our duty as the heirs ofclassical
antiquity; the struggle to retain the classics in the scho3]
and the "academic" (philosophical) character of the univer.
sities-in a word humanism. Such are the designations 3r
some of the positions from which a threatened and end44.
gered body aspires to defend itself. . .
The question is whether these positions will be held and

in fact whether they can be held. The problem is whether
"Humanism" is an adequate watchword-adequate, not
simply as a psychologically good rallying cry, as an effective
summons to battle, but as a conceptionmetaphysically sound
and therefore ultimately credible, in the sense ofproviding
a genuine source ofpower capable ofinfluencing the course

, of history. ("Humanism", it should here be observed, has
:, J recently made its appearance in Eastern Germany, where it
" has become the fashion to speak ofeconomic materialism as

·",soy" "humanistic"; and inFrance,anatheistic existentialism also
?'ff claims to be humanisticneither usage, what is more, is en
hi?',"") , tirely without justification!) The real question is therefore,
V .p>,f,whether an appeal to "humanism" is adequate-in face of
~~ the totalitarian claims of the world ofwork.
g" Before we attempt an answer to this question, we must
e clear away a number of obvious misunderstandings, which
~ "'~. rl" have no doubt already arisen, by saying something about
<fl'f. the social aspect of our problem. This is the reason for our

't'..r~ excursus on the proletanat and deproletarianization.

Excursus on the Proletariatand Deproletarianization

It has already been explained that the term "intellectual wor
ker" adds pointed expression to the claims of the world of
work. But a modern German dictionary (Trubner's) main-
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tains, on the contrary, that the relatively modern terms "in
tellectual work", 'intellectual worker" are valuable because
"they do away with the age-old distinction, still further em
phasized in modern times, between the manual worker and
the educated man." 1 Now, if that designation is not accepted,
or at least only with reservations, it surely implies a certain
conception ofthose social contrasts? The refusal to allow the
validity of the term "intellectual worker" certainly means
one thing: it means that the commondenominator "work" 4r
and""worker"isnotconsidered aproperor apossible ba
sis upon which to bridge the contrast of the classes of so
ciety. But does it not mean something more? Does it not
mean that the gulf between an educated class which is free
to pursue knowledge as an end in itself, and the proletarian
who knows nothing beyond the spare time which is barely
sufficient for him to renew his strength for his daily work
does it not mean logically, from our point of view, that
this gulf is in fact necessarily deepened and widened, inde
pendently ofwhatever subjective views and intentions may
be at work? This objection is not to be taken lightly.

Indeed, on one occasion Plato contrasts the figure of the
philosopher with that ofthe banausos, the common working
man. Philosophers are those

who have not grown up like serfs, but in quite different, not
to say contrary, circumstances. Now this, O Theodorus, is
the way of each one individually: the one whom you call
a philosopher,is truly brought up infreedom andleisure,
and goes unpunished though he seems simple and useless
when it is a matter ofmenial offices, even though he should
not, for instance, know how to tie up a parcel that has to
be sent on, or how to prepare a tasty dish ... ; the other
way is the way ofthose who know, indeed, how to perform

' Trubner's Deutsches Worerbuh (Berlin, 1939).
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all these things well and smartly, but on the other hand do
noteven know how to wear theircloak likea gentleman,
and still less how to prize the good life of gods and men in
harmonious phrases.

This passage is to be found in Plato's Theaetetus. 2 It is to be
noted that the Greek conception orhearaises (@he com
mon working man)-as might easily be shown from the
above quotation from Plato, means not only an uneducated
man, a man insensitive to poetry and art, and with no spir
itual view of the world, but furthermore a man who livesfby manual labor as distinguished from the man who owns

l,sufficient property to dispose freely ofhis time. Here, once
again, does it not appear as though our thesis implied a return
to the Greek notion of the common working man and to
the social and educational conceptions of the pre-Christian
era? Certainly not! Yet is this not implicit in the refusal to
accept the term "work" (which, as has always been said, is
supposed to be a term of praise) as applying to the whole
sphere of man's intellectual and spiritual activity? On the
contrary, in my opinion everything must be done, on the

. one hand toobliterate a contrast-of-this· kind-between the
? classes, butonthe other hand itis quitewrong, and indeed

foolish,to attempt to achieve that aimby looking for so
cial unity in whatis(for themoment!)the purelytermi
nologicalreduction of theeducated stratum to proletarian
level, insteadoftherealabolitionof the proletariat. What
do we mean, fundamentally, by the words "proletariat", and
"deproletarianization"?-lt will be as well, in attempting to
answer the question and to define the terms, to leave firmly
aside all discussion of the practicability of "deproletarianiz
ing", in order to answer the question purely "theoretically"
and from the point ofview of the principles involved.

° Theaetetas, 175f.

f

I
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In the first place, aproletariananda Poor man are not
the same. A man may be poor without being a proletarian:
a beggar in medieval society was certainly not a proletarian.
Equally, a proletarian is not necessarily poor: a mechanic, a
"specialist" or a "technician" in a "totalitarian work state"
is certainly a proletarian. Secondly, this, though obvious, has
to be said: the negative aspect of the notion "proletariat",
the thing to be got rid of, does not consist in the fact that
it is a condition limited to a particular stratum of society;
so that the negative aspect would disappear once all had
become proletarians. "Proletarianism''cannotobviouslybe
overcomebymakingeveryoneproletarian.
What, then, is proletarianism? If the numerous sociologi

cal definitions and terms are reduced to a common denomi
nator, the result might be expressed in the following terms:
the proletarian is the-man who is fettered tothe process-of,
work. r ,, ",, } - ·, ,

• tin ol s, ·ssia Wig»y
This still leaves the phrase "process ofwork" vague and

1n need ofclarification. It does not, ofcourse, mean work in
the ordinary sense: the never-ceasing activity ofman. "Pro-
cess ofwork'', here, means useful work in the sense already
defined, of contributing to the general need, to the bonum
utile. And so "process of work" means the all-embracing
process in which things are used for the sake of the public
need. To becfettered to worki means to be bound to this vast
utilitarian process in which our needs are satisfied, and, what
is more, tied to such an extent that the life of the working
man is wholly consumed in it. et
To be tied in this way may be the result ofvariouscauses.

The cause may be lack ofproperty: everyone who is a prop
ertyless wage-earner is a proletarian, everyone ".who owns
nothing but his power to work'',3 and who is consequently

• Pius XI, Encyclical Quadragesimo anno.
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ell hi capacity to work, is a proletarian B
compelled to-s s d b • 'ut. d . k may also be cause y coercion in a tto be tie to wori rhthe o-..: · cha state everyone, w et er prope,...; dtalitarian state; in suC . · ue

ied. ' ,proletarian because he is bound by +4or unproperti 1, 1s a .:. 5f. abs 1e

d . f th "to the necessities o an a solute econonu·or ers o o ers . . c
f d ction" 4 by outside forces, which meansprocessot pro u , . £ _

that he is entirelysubjecttoeconomicIorces, 1s a prole-
tarian.
In the third lace, to be tied to the process ofwork may

b ultimatelydue to the tinner irnpovenshment of the in-
4aa±: in his context everyone whose life is completely

..- 4lled by bis work (in the special sense of the word work) is
a proletarian because his life has shrunk inwardly, and con
tracted,with the result that he can no longer act significantly
outside his work, and perhaps can no longer even conceive
of such a thing.
Finally, all these different forms ofproletarianism, partic-

ularly the last two, mutually attract one another and in so
doing intensify each other. The "total work" State needs
thespirituallyimpoverished, one-trackmind of the "func
tionary"; and he, in his tum, is naturally inclined to find
complete satisfaction in his "service" and thereby achieves
the illusion of a life fulfilled, which he acknowledges and
willingly accepts.

This inner constraint, the inner chains which fetter us to
"work", prompts a further question: "proletarianism'' thus
understood, is perhaps asymptomatic state ofmind com
mon to all levels of society and by no means confined to
the "proletariat", to the "worker", a general symptom that
is merely found isolated in unusually acute form in the pro
letariat; so that it might be asked whether we are not all of

' 1id.
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us proletarians andall ofus,consequently, ripe and ready to
fallinto thehands of some collective labor State and be at
its disposal as functionarieseven though explicitly of the
contrary political opinion. In that case, spiritual immuniza
tion against the seductive appeal and the power of totalitar
ian forms must, surely, be sought and hoped for at a much
deeper level of thought than on the level of purely political
considerations? 5

In this context the distinction between the liberal, and the
~s acquires a fresh significance. In antiquity and
the Middle Ages, the essence of the artes servileswas held to
consist in their being directed, as St. Thomas says, "to the
satisfaction of a need through activity." "Proletarianism" ,
would then mean the limitation of existence and activity
to the sphere of the artes serviles-whether this limitation
were occasioned by lack of property, State compulsion, orj
spiritual impoverishment. By the same token, "deproletar
ianizing" would mean: enlarging the scope of life beyond
the confines of merely useful servile work, and widening
the sphere of servile work to the advantage of the liberal
arts; and this process, once again, can only be carried out
by combining three things: by giving the wage-earner the •
opportunity to save and acquire property, by limiting the
power of the state, and by overcoming the inner impover- .J
ishment of the individual.
The phrase "servile work" strikes contemporary ears as

extremely offensive-that is well known. Nevertheless, it

5 Although in writing Thesen zur sozialen Politik (first published in 1933),
I expressly limited myself to the consideration ofpolitical questions, and was
therefore aware of the limitations ofa purely political view, I now regard the
essay as requiring completion at many points.Itis surely characteristic ofthe
generationformedbetweenthe wars that theyexpected in general toomuch
from unadulterated politics.
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d b dangerous procedure to attempt to deny th
woulc e a h fi . e
"servility" of work. By setting up the tction that wor

t " rve" primarily for some purpose outside itselfdoes no se . f h . '
li h precisely the opposite o w at we intendedwe accomp1sI d q:

ded to accomplish. By no means o we liberate"or preten
" h bili"tate" the laboring man. Instead, we establish pre-or re a . .

cisely that inhumanstatecharacteristic oflabor under total-
itarianism: the ultimatetyingoftheworker toProduction.prthe process ofproduction itself is understood and pro
claimed as the activity that gives mearung to human exis-

JOSEF PIEPER

ence. ,,,
Geniederolerionizion, which mast nor be eon
founded with the struggle against poverty (there is no need
to waste words on the vital importance of that), assumes
that the distinction between the artes liberales and the artes
serviles is a meaningful one, that is, it must be recognized
that there is a real distinction between useful activity on the
one hand, the sense and purpose ofwhich is not in itself,
and on the other hand the liberal arts which cannot be put
at the disposal of useful ends. And it is entirely consistent
that those who stand for the "proletarianizing" ofeveryone,

l should deny all meaning to the distinction and try to prove
that it has no basis in reality.
To take an example: the distinction between the liberal

$ arts and the servile arts runs parallel with the terms: hono
" 11rariumandwage. Properly speaking, the liberal arts receive

i U an honorarium, while servile work receives a wage. The
concept of honorarium implies that an incommensurability
exists between performance and recompense, and that the
performance cannot "really" be recompensed. Wages, on
the other hand (in the extreme sense in which they differ
from an honorarium), are intended as payment for the spe
cific work performed, without consideration of the needs
of the worker. It is significant that those members of the
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11i ntsia who are imbued with "working-class" ideals
intel ge' thi di • • b ht recognize tl is 1stinct1on etween onorarium and
refuse o . . ds. nlTo theirmin , or ly wagesexist. In a sort of mani-ages. - . . . .

0
on the situation ofthe writer in society today, 6 inwhich

festo -1a·. d "s ialf 6,jliterature is proclaime a 'soc tuncton', [ean-Paul Sartre
ounces that the writer, who has in the past so seldom

~tablished a relation between his work and its material rec
ompense", must learn to regard himself as "a worker who
receives the reward of his effort." There, the incommen
surability between the achievement and the reward, as it is
implied and expressed in an "honorarium", is declared non
existent even in the field of hilosophyandpoetry which
are, on the contrary, simply "intellectual work". By contrast
a social doctrine steeped in the tradition ofChristian Europe
would not only hold firmly to the distinction between an
honorarium and a wage, it would not only hesitate to regard
every reward as a wage; it would go further and would even
maintain that there isno such thing asa recompensefora
thing donewhichdid not-retain in some degreethe char
acter(whether much or little) of an honorarium: for even
"servile" work cannot be entirely equated with the material
recompense because it is a "human" action, so that it always
retains something incommensurablewith the recompense
just like the liberal arts .

And so'it comes about, paradoxical though it may seem,
that the proletarian dictator Stalin should say: "The worker1
must be paid according to the work done and not accord
ing to his needs", 7 and that the encyclical Quadragesimo anno
which has for one of its principal aims the "deproletarianiz
ing" of the masses, should assert that "in the first place the
worker has the right to a wage sufficient to support himself

6 Published in the first number ofLes Temps Moderes.
7 Joseph Stalin in a public statement made in 1933.
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d hi famil "8 On the one band, there is an attempt to
1.a s y. h lib al t • •restrict and even to extirpate t e er ar s: It Is alleged
that only useful, "paying" work makes sense; on the other
h d there is an attempt to extend the character of "liberalan ' .
art'' deep down into every human action, even the hum.
blest servile work.Theformeraims atmakingall meninto
proletarians,thelatterat'deproletarianizing'' themasses.

There is, however, a fact which from the vantage-point
we have now reached must be strikingly clear and signifi
cant, and it is this: whereas the "total work" State declares
all un-useful work "undesirable", and even expropriates free

f
time in th~ servic~ ofwork, trr~r:c:is one-Insti~tfon _in.the
world whichforbidsusefulactivity, and servile work, on

/ particular days, and in this way prepares, as it were, a sphere
I for a non-proletarian existence.
1 Thus one of the first socialists, P. J. Proudhon (whom
Marx dismissed as a "petit bourgeois") 9was not so far wrong
in beginning his work with a pamphlet on the celebration
of Sunday, the social significance of which he expresses in
the following words: "On one day in the week servants
regained the dignity of human beings, and stood again on
a level with their masters." 10 And in the introduction to
his little book, Proudhon gets very near to the heart of the
fatter when he says, "Discussion about work and wages,
organization and industry, which is so rife at present ought,
it seems to me, to start with the study ofa law which would
have as its basis a theory of rest." 11 It is true that the full

° Quadragesimo anno, 55ff.
9 P.]. Proudhon, Die Sonntagsfeier, aus dem Gesichtspunkt des offentlichen

Gesundheitswesens, derMoral, derFamilien- und burgerlichen Ver hdltnisse betrachtet
(Kassel, 1850).
to Ibid., p. 18.
11 Ibid., p. vi.
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. of this "theory of rest" is not open to one who,
meaning • • 1 • 1 "fidhon exannnes 1t exc us1ve y rom the point of1ke Prou " : : .

. f public health, morality, the family and social condi-
view o» • thing b ·d. ·'And here is sometl g to e exammnec more closely.
uons- • h h alrLet us begin by summing up w at as eady been said
in this excursus: If the essence of "proletarian" is the fact
f being fettered to the process of work, then the central

0
roblem of liberating men from this condition lies in mak
{ a whole field of significant activity available and open
to the working manof activity which IS not "work"; m
other words: in making the sphere of real leisure available
to him.
This end cannot be attained by purely political measures

and by widening and, in that sense, "freeing" the life of
the individual economically. Although this would entail
much that is necessary, the essential would still be want
ing. The provision ofanexternalopportunity for leisure is
not enough; it canonly be fruitful if the manhimself is ca
pableof leisure and can, as we say, ''occupy his_leisure'', or
(as the Greeks still more clearly say) skolenagein, "work his
leisure'' (this usage brings out very clearly the by no means
"leisurely" character of leisure).
That is the principal point: with whatkindofactivity is

mantooccupy his leisure'''?who would suspect that that
was a sentence taken from a book more than two thousand
years old, none other than the Politics of Aristotle? What,
then, ultimately makes leisure inwardly possible and, at the
sarne time, what is its real justification?

1? Aristotle, Politics, 8, 3 (1337b).


